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Abstract
This article examines and discusses (1) the concept of emotional literacy, (2) the concept of the child and his emotions, (3) the
metaphor of windows and mirrors in a cooperative game, (4) metaphor window and mirror technique in cooperative games for
develop emotional literacy on children. Emotional literacy means the ability to recognize, understand, and realize the emotional
self, labeling emotions felt, expressing emotions and situations experienced by way of an appropriate and proper emotional
management. Using the metaphor of the window and the mirror technique, students can understand his emotions as well as
others. Cooperative games used to stimulate emotions and express and reflect the positive emotions that exist in children.
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Introduction
Emotion is each activity or agitation, feelings, desires; every mental condition that great or
overwhelming (Goleman, 2003). Wade& Tavris (2007) presents "emotions is stimulation of the
situation involving the change in the body and the face, activation on the brain, cognitive assessment,
subjective feelings, and the tendency to perform any of the actions, formed entirely by the rules that
are in a culture." Steiner & Perry (1997) explains "emotions is a built-in automatically generated in the
limbic from our brain. Next, noted that fear, anger, sad, love and happy is a basic emotion that
functions as a constant reminder of the little natural fats us". Emotion is a natural thing that is in us
and appears for certain situations. Hude (2006) reveals "emotion is a symptom of the psychophysiological effects that cause effects in the perception of the attitudes and behavior and
embodiment in particular expression." Chaplin (in Junaidi:2009) reveals "emotion as a state of being
stimulated from the organism includes changes that realized that deeply his nature of changes in
behavior." From the statements above, emotions mean a condition that raises the psychological
reaction that displayed in the behavior of such as happy, angry sad, happiness, fear, courageous and
others.
The emotions experienced by the individual from various age (start from the time the baby until
adulthood) and has a different way in longs. One of the developments of man is the childhood. At this
time, they have many ways to express the emotions. The children are unique individuals who are
social creatures such as an adult. School-age children (6-12 years) need other people to help develop
their abilities because at this time the children are in a group of peers or usually also called as peer
group (Mulyadi, 1999). At this time the children have shown the tendency of its tendency toward
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something like the interest of food, gaming type, friends and others. In the age group, children
develop the attitude, values that he learned as an essential character that will use in the next period
as the ability of socialization, manage themselves, communication, etc.
At this time the children have development tasks associated with the development of her
emotions are starting to know and understand the emotions that appear in itself. The emotions can
divide into two categories namely positive emotions (happy, compassion) and negative emotion
(angry, sad, worry). The emotions that arise need to be managed and distributed with good positive
emotions positive and negative emotion — the emotions that are not managed well so it will be for the
particular disorders in managing himself. The children have its way of expressing her emotions, but in
general, the children use verbal, movements and body language. When emotions that appear
excessive force, then the children can be/ act excessively as strike goods, said dirty, secretly and
alone.
Often found the sons of traducing when she was angry with friends, beat friends, cried out to
the older, or even weeping in a long time and alone. This is the form of emotion that shown as the
expression of the emotions of the children who are angry or sad or want something. The cause of the
sons of anger is because there is a desire not met. That cause the emergence of a sense of disgust
at himself the son — the sons of different with adults mainly because of the knowledge that less so
that children tend to express their emotions following the heart or the experience that he knows. If in
childhood development of her emotions is not controlled, then in adolescence and adults will have
difficulty in controlling the emotions that can cause such negative behavior when angry can stay at,
bestow error to others, moody, fear extreme causing phobia and its impact will have difficulties in
socializing.
Many phenomena happen when the completion of the national examination is suddenly and
fleet action of double strikethrough students in their respective clothes. A group of students from SD
visible fleet action double strikethrough red and white uniforms and not also miss their hair with the
spray paint colors (between, 2012). When understood from the behavior of the students is want to
express their relief and joy they have completed the National Examination, but this has many negative
things such as traffic delays, clothes that filled with the colors of the results, strikethrough even there
is another danger as watching motor or brawls.
Other phenomena that appear from the Cromwells chaplains earlier emotions of children when
in elementary school. Among others, the shame that appears when asked to read the story in front of
the class with the expression does not want to do fear when not working on the task of the house that
finally asked for the cheat sheet friends or forced a friend gives cheat sheet. Emotions that appears
on the phenomena fair, but disclosure of the expression is done less good and disturbing others and
inhibits the development of themselves.
The results of research by Daryono (2011) show emotional intelligence profile studentsGarut
entered in the category of being with details on the aspects of self-consciousness tends to be in the
category are the aspects of managing own emotions including on the low category, aspects of the
ability to motivate themselves into the category of being, the ability to empathize including in the
category of being and the ability to socialize including in the category of being. Both the research
above shows the need for the construction of the management of the emotions on themselves. A
study by Nasirudin (2008) shows that the follow up of the teaching by subject (research teachers al
Islam, Bahasa Indonesia, Science, and Social Studies class I, II and III) SD Islam Roushon Fikr
Jombang, have contributed to the development of emotional intelligence, students who form: 1) the
ability of students to know the emotions themselves, 2) the ability of students to manage the emotions
themselves, 3) the ability of students to motivate themselves, 4) the ability of students to know the
emotions of other people and 5) the ability of students to enter into a relationship with another man.
Various factors can provide the influence of the knowledge of the son so that children have a
wide range of the response in the express emotions experienced both a result of the factors and
internal factors. It means that a result of the factors that come from outside of the individual can be in
the form of a living environment, friends, and various information that has absorbed during this. While
the internal factor is the factor that comes from within themselves, an individual can be mood, the
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ability to manage the emotions and the way of thinking of the person in the interpret things. Because
some certain factors cannot control, then the son must learn skills in managing the emotions of the
early so that however trigger cause the emergence of emotion, children can manage with good and
express with productive.
At the childhood, cognitive development which is the ability of the children to think logically and
understand what is seen and heard, known developed entering into the concrete operational stage.
Slavin (2008) explained in theory, Piaget cognitive development stage of childhood (age 7 - 11 years)
is a concrete operational where children develop the ability to reason logically and understand the
conservation and use two this in the face of the situation that has forced into exile".
Based on the theory of Piaget, it means that the children have learned to understand what seen
and heard from their surroundings and can be so what is understood is that will imitate in the attitude
of everyday life. Therefore, various emotional expression indicated by a child, a possibility is the result
of learning from the understanding of what is seen and heard. For example, children see their parents
often cried out, railed up to beat when angry, children can only understand it based on what was seen
and heard when the parents are angry and behave so, about abusing each other that know will be
afraid and silent and did not dare to dispute. It can be imitated by the child when he was angry with
his neighbor to his neighbor fear and did not dare to with the child.
Build character; this is currently pursued by the institution of formal education which is called
the school. Soedarsono (2005) reveals "character building " is something fundamental and needed in
every human life. One of the characters needs to build the skills of children in managing emotions that
called emotional literacy. Emotional literacy is the ability of a person to understand his emotion, the
ability to empathize and understand the emotions of other people and the ability to express their
emotions productively (Steiner & Perry, 1997). These skills need to be owned by the children as the
basis in the journey of his life in the personal life, social and career. In emotional literacy, there are the
components that must be met so that the children can have the skills. Hughes & Thompson (2009)
reveals the five components of Emotional literacy, namely " first identify or know the emotions, both
understand emotions, third label the emotion, four express emotion, fifth settings in transmit
emotions." Thus the things that need to be done in the time of children in emotional literacy is children
identify and know the emotions themselves, understand the emotions that appear, can label the
emotion, capable of expressing the emotions and have control in distributing the emotions in the form
of positive. Emotional expression in the form of positive means that children can be continual pours
out of anger, fear, sadness and other feelings in a way that is useful and not harms themselves or
other people. It is therefore essential owned the skills of emotional literacy for every child as
provisions in the socialization of good relations in the school in the house or when experiencing
situations where children have the problem.
The school as a place of children have the opportunity to develop the potential and develop
social skills children. With the existence of peers, children can socialize and experience itself is a
condition where children feel the emergence of the emotions. At this time, educators need to have
various techniques and strategies to develop children to create a condition where children can learn
directly and redefining everything that he learned and can apply in his day. One of the ways that can
be used by educators in providing the skills in managing and transmit emotions is through cooperative
games where the children were asked to complete specific tasks in groups that triggered the
emotions. Violet &Pamela (in Suwarjo & Eliasa, 2011) look "approach play this as one of the
alternative communication methods a window to our children." Cooperative games selected because
at the time the children tend to love playing as one of the ways to get the knowledge and develop the
ability. In the play, children not only have fun, but children involve cognitive elements to understand
and emotional elements to express themselves in the form of action.
Cooperative games that will give the combined with the metaphor of window and mirror. Style
(in Geroski & Kraus: 2010) using the metaphor of window and mirror to illustrate the way in which the
classroom can be arranged to help students understand themselves and others. Window means the
children can see something based on the glass eyes of others, while the mirror is the children can see
themselves so that they can identify how emotions that appear on himself. In this game, emotional
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conjured up to appear with through some stages of the game after the children know the various
emotions and understand that someone has a very reasonable emotion. With this game, children
know and identify how the emotions appear in itself, what makes the son of emotions and how to
manage the emotions appear — the use of the metaphor of window and mirror so that the children
can see and feel what felt and seen others and see themselves as a form.

Result and Discussion
The definition of Emotional literacy
Emotional literacy is the ability of a person to understand his emotion itself, the ability to listen to
and empathy for the emotions of other people and the ability to express her emotions productively
(Steiner & Perry, 1997). The term is put forward the first time by Claude Steiner, an expert in the field
of psychology and psychoanalytical technique in 1979. It means that a person who has emotional
literacy, then he can manage the emotions that appear positively. Manage emotions means realize
what is behind a feeling and learn how to deal with anxiety, anger, and sorrow (Goleman, 2003).
Learn to identify and express emotions is a vital aspect of control (Shapiro, 1997) understand the
emotions of others is the same EQ skills importance, especially in developing amicable relations and
mutual satisfaction.
In a quick report, A Smith Family the Snapshot Report (2009) experiments to improve emotional
literacy in a family in England, explained that emotional literacy is education learning for life and
learning program with the purpose of improving the ability of the individual to, (1) recognize and
understand their emotions, (2) set effectively self-discipline them, (3) to recognize the emotions of
other people with empathy, (4) interesting all on the success of the development and set up the
relationship to a different meaning in a different context.
Components of the Emotional literacy
A teacher mentor/counselors must have the academic qualification. In addition to the preservice educationprajabatan, counselors needed. Pre-Service Education in the counseling profession
is an education program that aims to prepare professionally. Steiner & Perry (1997) revealed three
components in Emotional literacy is first open heart, both observe the emotional landscape, third take
responsibility. All three of these components can formulate to 5 criteria skills which must own in
emotional literacy, namely skills understand the feeling, skills feel empathy, the ability to manage the
emotions, skills improve damage and develop the skills of interaction with using emotions
(Shvoong:2011). Hughes & Thompson (2009) using acronyms RULER to refer to a series of skills that
must own that describes the skills in emotional literacy. RULER consists of:
1. Recognize, which means identifying and redefining emotional experience through the signs of
non-verbal, including the expression of the face, these gestures, sound, touch, and psychological
changes. Example: smiles, raise eyebrows, wink the eye, both ends of the lips to the bottom, and
frowned upon.
2. Understanding, that is aware of the cause and consequences of emotion, involving situations
that cause emotional transition and progression among the emotions and how emotions affect the
mind and behavior. Example: usually occurs in response to something funny, think more
creativemengerfikirly about themselves and others more positive, think negative territory, despair,
think to withdraw from the interaction.
3. Labeling, which means to develop the diversity of vocabulary from the term describing emotions,
like happy, sad, fear, hate, and love.
4. Express, which means know various models of emotional expression, including speak, wrote, and
non-verbal as the form of the appropriate model to express the emotions. Example: know the
appropriate time for a smile, laugh, weeping, know how should and when asked about abusing
each other to provide support when needed.
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5. Regulate, it means gather ways to change the emotional state: prevent, reduce, enhancing and
for initiating on one person to another for the appropriate situation. Example: engaging in behavior
to prolong the experience, as do something happy, laugh with others, tells, reduce emotions by
watching the film funny, etc.
Weare (2004) proposed components of Emotional literacy there are three namely first have
accurate and positive views about ourselves, both have the feeling optimistic about themselves, and
the third world has the life stories of coherent and sustainable. Wade& Tavris (2007) reveals "specific
components associated with emotional experience is to identify the emotions on others, feel emotion,
expressing emotion, Acting according to the emotions and control or regulate emotions." The
components required to develop the capacity of emotional literacy among others: emotional
awareness that appear from ourselves that is marked with a person to know and understand the
emotions, empathy toward others, expressing emotions that appears with a positive and responsible
for the Cromwells chaplains earlier her emotions especially with fix the error that has been made.
A study by Carnwell and Baker (2007) about raising the emotional literacy students through the
Student Assistance Program (SAP) find that to help students in improving emotional literacy and
required the ability of a good facilitator and the use of the strategy needs to be developed, so that
allows the facilitators to alter the role of the teaching of the group and the teaching of the classroom.
More information explained that behavior change on some of the students not supported in a long
time — other research about increase emotional literacy using expressive counseling conducted by
Pearson &Wilson (2008) which resulted in the discovery that emotional literacy can enhance with
expressive counseling. Not only emotional literacy from the client can be improved, but changes
produced in quite an extended period. Based on the above two studies, teaches the skills of
emotional literacy on students can be done using a variety of ways. However, it is important to note
that the changes in the students in the aspect of the intended (in this case is the management of
emotion) not, of course, can be done independently by the students in a long time because of that
monitoring is required primarily for students who have the management of bad emotions.
The definition of childhood and emotions
The childhood is a time where parents gave the children the label with "age that makes it
difficult." Because at this time the children are no longer willing to obey. The commands of parents
and where peers more influenced him than parents or another family. Label of educators says
"elementary school age" view this period as a critical period in the encouragement achievement , and
friends or peers receive the label by the psychologist "age groups" where the main focus of children
are mapped on the desire as members of the group, especially the prestigious groups in the scope of
his friends (Delitua, 2010). Emotion is each activity or agitation, feelings, desires; every mental
condition that great or overwhelming (Goleman, 2003). Wade& Tavris (2007) presents "emotions is
stimulation of the situation involving the change in the body and the face, activation on the brain,
cognitive assessment, subjective feelings, and the tendency to perform any of the actions, formed
entirely by the rules that are in a culture." Aristotle (in Wade & Tavris: 2007) revealed:" there are some
who follow a certain facial expression of anger, fear, erotic stimuli, and all other strong feelings."
Lazarus (1991) dividing emotions into two groups positive emotions (happy, happy and love) and
negative emotion groups (angry, fear of anxiety, guilt, shame sad, envy, spoiled).
Steiner & Perry (1997) explains "emotions is a built-in automatically generated in the limbic from
our brain. Next, noted that fear, anger, sad, love and happy is a basic emotion that functions as a
constant reminder of the little natural fats us". In line with this, Segal and Jaffe (2008) reveal "included
in the basic emotions is angry sad, fear, happy, and abominable." These emotions are essential for
known and communicated as steps to improve emotional literacy.
The development of the emotions of childhood
At the childhood, there is a time where children often experience great emotions. Because
these emotions tend to be less enjoyable, then in this period of heightened emotions to the period of
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the imbalance, namely when where children become difficult faced (Hurlock, 1980). At this time the
children know that the expression of the emotions that less both socially not accepted by peers. Not
all emotions at this age fun, many explosion waves of anger that happened and children suffered
worries and feelings of disappointment. Therefore, feelings emotions that appear in children must be
in the management so that the children can control himself. How the distribution of emotional, should
be directed in ways that are not accepted by shouting, strike, and said course. Shapiro (1997) reveals
"children age ten years must be able to recognize the dozens of emotional condition or more." In this
case, at the childhood, children must be able to express the form of emotions that are felt and capable
relabeling.
Forms of emotion
Goleman (2003) revealed that some theorists classify emotions in some things: (1) anger:
violent, raging, hate, angry, annoyed, impatient, disrupted, bitterness, beaver offended, hostile and
perhaps the most intriguing, acts of violence and hatred pathological culture. (2) sorrow: bitter, sad,
miserable, gloomy, melancholy, pity themselves, lonely, rejected, desperation and if a pathological
culture, severe depression. (3) fear: worry, fear, nervous, worry, daunted, feeling fear once, worry,
vigilant, sad, not quite, horror, scared, faint as pathological, Xenophobia, panic. (4) enjoyment: happy,
happy, lightweight, satisfied, fun, happy, comforted, proud, recreation indrawn, amazing taste
enchanted, feeling satisfied, taste met, the joy of the extraordinary happy, happy. (5) Love:
acceptance, friendship, trust kindness, taste near, respect, love. (6) Surprised: surprised, surprised,
amazed, was stunned. (7) Annoyed: despised, Spoiled, abhorred, nausea, hate, not delight, not
vomiting. (8) Shame: taste one, shame heart, regret, despised, disgrace, heart rot.
Emotions that raised children can vary and the shape of the distribution of her emotions various
again. According to Novita (in Aisha et al.: 2007), there are several types of emotions that develop in
childhood, as follows:
1. Fear is a feeling that encourages individuals to abstain from things and tailors may avoid contact
with it. According to Helen Ross (in Simanjutak& Pasaribu, 1984) feeling, fear is a feeling that real
and close relationship with efforts to defend themselves.
2. Anger is a feeling not happy or hatred against other people, themselves or specific object which is
realized in the form of verbal (abusive words/insults) or nonverbal (pinch, beat, damage and
others). The emotions anger occurs at the time of the individual feel hindered, frustrated because
not reach desired, wits people, bothered or faced with a claim that contrary to his desire.
3. Joy is a pleasant emotion, also known with joy, pleasure or happiness — the factors that affect
the health. Usually the joy caused by the things that are suddenly (surprises) and joy usually is
social, namely involves the other people around the person who is happy.
4. The children feel sad because of the loss of all things that loved or considered essential for
himself too, whether people, animals, or dead objects like toys. Typically children expressed
sadness with weeping and with the loss of interest in various activities usually, including eat.
5. Jealousy is a unique form of the concern that is realized by the lack of confidence in themselves
and fear will lose the love of a man.
That influenced the form of emotional expression
Two factors affect the form of distribution of emotion, namely: (1); the internal factor this factor
is derived from the individual, for example, the skills, knowledge, experience that they are used to
respond to the stimulus experienced. Therefore, if children have emotional literacy children have good
knowledge in deciding the attitude of what he will do when appears emotions in himself. (2); a result
of the factors this factor from outside of the individual, for example, see the model directly (around) or
indirect (through television, reading books, comics, etc.). In a result of factors, living environment and
the influence of peers have also influence in the distribution of the emotions of the children.
Research about the emotional training competence (EC) on children that done by observation
and evaluation procedures directly to see the expression, understand and manage the emotions of
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the children. The procedure to assess the EC children sometimes uses the situation that made the
frustration with specific meaning with or without the help of an adult to understand the regulation of
the emotions of the children. Children response on the questions directly, often in the play that have
valid procedures, shows that they understand themselves and the feelings of others in a different
situation, causes and consequences of emotion, as well as the difference between the children from
the perspective of themselves and others (Denham, Zinsser, Bailey: 2011). From this discovery
means the son can empathize and express emotion, but children need to learn how to manage the
emotions that can express emotions that felt with precise and productive.
The definition of the metaphor of Window and Mirror
In the Greek language, the metaphor means "to explain something/bring something passing" or
"move," in communication, refers to bring an image or concept across the other (Burns, 2007). In
other words, the metaphor is the words/ language used to communicate, expressive, creative,
powerful, who can explain things certain things. The use of the metaphor is not only about the use of
the Bible, but also how we use the language and do communication metaphors that explain what
expressed. The metaphor used in this research is the metaphor of window and mirror. Style (in
Geroski: 2010) "using the metaphor of a window and a mirror to describe the way in which a group
can be arranged to help students in understanding themselves and others." The metaphor of the
window is used to help the students see and respect the various style of life (window to see through
the lives of others) and various perspectives in living with other people while the metaphor of a mirror
helps students to see themselves on the experience, values, and beliefs of homage (Geroski, 2010).
He uses the metaphor of window and mirror in cooperative games to stimulate children to understand
about himself and the views of other people against himself.
The Media used in the metaphor of window and mirror this is the story and the picture. The use
of media stories and pictures to stimulate children using cognitive ability to think and understand what
the message communicated to children. Mills (in Burns: 2007) explains "when faced with children, the
metaphor used is storytelling.almost identical with the explanation of the mills, Hammond (in Burns:
2007):
"There are "three basic styles of metaphors," shipbuilders with a different source — the first he
refers to acres the metaphoric stories therapists tell from their background of experience,
whether they be previous case examples or personal life experiences. The second type is the
"truism metaphor," whose origins lie in such common, universal themes "screened the patient
cannot deny them," while his final category is "make up metaphoric stories," imaginary tales the
trained therapists create to parallel aspects of the client's current and desired circumstances."
In addition to the mentioned above, the media used in the metaphor is a symbol of the film. The
selection of media types based on the needs and the suitability of the message that want to deliver to
the target. Liu (2012) explains "is not just the story or picture, the metaphor can also use with the
media film, well made himself and a select scene from the film which adjusted with the needs." From
the study of Liu, explained that the cinema in a film and video is a new metaphor particularly in the
current era that very closely related with digital. In this research, the objective of the trial is children
between the ages of 10 - 12 years. Therefore, the media used in the form of stories and pictures that
will integrate into the cooperative games. Based on the explanation above, the story can be used as a
media to convey the message in the metaphor, and the use of a story can tell about the experience
that never experienced, the story about the truth of something, or the story of the imagination. In this
research, a story that will use include those three things. The metaphor of window and mirror will be
integrated into the cooperative games and in the game children will enter the experiences related to
the emotions that never had happened to complete the task in the game.
Through the metaphor of window and mirror, students trained can understand emotions himself
and other people and the view from the perspective of other people related to the emotions that
appear in the students. Furthermore, through cooperative games are the children are stimulated to
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raise the emotions, then taught to identify and understand the emotions of themselves and others and
the students are taught to be expressed emotion, reflect and explore the emotions that had befallen
him so that can express their emotions with the right and positive. From the research studies Fadaee
(2011) "the use of various metaphors that was written by the author to the reader with the meaning of
the author conveys the message implicitly and how does not directly. Results in that the use of the
types of form submitting (metaphor), reader/message recipients do not clearly understand the concept
of the story". Based on this study, then the use of the metaphor is more effective if provided with a
discussion and the exchange rate of the opinion that an active communication two or more direction
and the recipient of the message can understand the meaning of that want to delivered speakers.
The definition of cooperative games
The term play and games have different meanings in the literature counseling play (Rusmana in
Suwarjo & Eliasa, 2011). Ismail (in Suwarjo & Eliasa: 2011) "distinguish two words which play can
mean as a pure activity to find pleasure without searching for 'happy to lose, while games are playing
activity that done in order to seek pleasure and satisfaction, but marked by the search for 'happy to
lose.'" In other words, play can be done by himself, but the game requires other people to get
involved.
The play is something we can do alone or as an audience but in a relationship (with more than
one), often play as the exchange of experience (source of pleasure makes the joy that more
experience with one another) (Segal and Jaffe, 2008). In the implementation of the game involving
one or more, they can trigger the emergence of the emotions of each child. Rusmana (in Suwarjo &
Eliasa: 2011) reveals the individual in the players tend to have enough frustration tolerance, testing
reality to accept the limitations of the in behavior, how patients used, a law the queue turns, complied
with the rules of the game and ready to accept defeat. It therefore very allows once appears the
emotions in the process of the game because many children with various characters involved
gathering.
There are two kinds of underlying theory playing activities. Suyanto (in Suwarjo & Eliasa: 2011)
mentions playing necessary can be seen from (1) classical theory with the underlying causes of the
excess energy, Recreation and relaxation, instinct, and recapitulation (repeat back). (2) The Theory
of modern with the underlying causes of the three theory, namely: (a) theory psychoanalytical
technique, Freud reveals that play is a Disassembly tool emotion, Erickson reveals that play develop a
sense of confidence and social ability, (b) the theory of cognitive development: Piaget, write reveals
that play a part of cognitive development children, (c) social theory: Vygotsky describe that play is the
appliance for socialization.
From the statements above can be expressed that the game is a medium for children to
socialize and develop self and the means to express emotions. Media play and expressive arts can
use in the implementation of the guidance services (Pamela in Suwarjo & Eliasa, 2011). In the activity
of play various communication can be done and shown by children, so play can be done by children
who are active or less active. Violet & Pamela (in Suwarjo & Eliasa: 2011) look "approach play this as
one of the alternative communication methods a window to our children."Suwarjo & Eliasa (2011)
reveals the "one of the functions of play related to the development of emotional, namely emotional
stability, a sense of competency and confidence, transmit desire, neutralizing negative emotion,
resolve conflicts and transmit aggressiveness safely." It means that with the activities of play can be a
means for children to provide the necessary skills to manage emotions that appear in themselves.
The game in the world of education means that the game used as the media in conveying the
materials to be given to the students. Use the game because at the time the children playing is a sport
and habits that done by children. In the play, the children not only have fun but using all aspects of
learning like cognition, affective and psychomotor so that in the play of children develop aspects of
learning. One type of game that is expressed by Gordan & Browne (in Suwarjo & Eliasa, 2011) is
cooperative games. Cooperative games are games that involve the children with his friends to discuss
planning and implementing the game (Suwarjo & Eliasa, 2011). He stressed by the opinion of Fletcher
and Kunst (2006) stating that "cooperative games emphasize participation, challenges, and pleasures
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of defeating a man. Cooperative games emphasize the play from the competition". Therefore, aspects
of the cooperative game are a pleasure, cooperative learning, challenging game where confrontation
groups with unique problems that must be solved.
Cooperative games that were carried out with the formation of the group/ team provides the
opportunity to members to work with one another, at the same time the emotions will be natural to
appear because working in a team means to do something based on the consideration and approval
together. Therefore, at the time of this is "scenario" children experiencing her emotions each and were
invited to assess the return of each emotion that is experiencing.
Segal and Jaffe (2008) expressed that the games with the same user as (1) aims are exercise,
us out from our thinking and far from our problems. (2) reduces the situation to defend themselves,
help us forget, in brief, our judgment, criticism, and doubt. (3) Free from obstacles, fear we prevent
and control the band. (4) calm and provide energy, our hearts and minds stimulated and regulated. (5)
to become Genuine emotionally, feel deep emotions followed raise emotions to the surface.
The metaphor of Window And Mirror In Cooperative Games
Cooperative games that involve more than one child allows the children working in certain
complete games. in the process of playing the son of involving various skills which possess and
develop, among others communication and socializing. One of the aspects involved in games and
daily activities are emotions. Emotions provide the influence of the person in the behave. When
interacting with others, every emotion has the opportunity to appear, good emotions positive and
negative emotion. At the time of children, emotions that appear can vary and forgotten according to
what want to do. When emotions that appear not recognized by the son and overflowed in a way that
such negative angry, take toys with force, or cry out, it will interfere with the other sons.
The metaphor of window and mirror in cooperative games, son of facilitated in cooperative
games with a complete task (planning and implementing a game). To experience and feel the
emotions, both positive and negative emotion, then used the metaphor of window and mirror with
using media stories and pictures to discuss what is experienced and felt by the students so that
students realize that they are experiencing the emotions and then label the emotions that felt. When
the students have been able to label emotions that felt, then a reflection of expression that has done
so that the students know how the expression of the model that has done, whether disturbing others
or not and what purpose has reached. From this will be known to a wide range of expression that
done, then taught to manage the emotions, better ways to reduce the emotions, prevent to perform
negative works or do something pleasing. By recognizing, understand, label, express emotions with
sound, and manage the emotions experienced, it means that the students have to learn emotional
literacy which later needed in the face of many situations and conditions that raises emotions.
Research in the Gross (2002) about regulating emotions using the strategy down-regulating
emotion namely reappraisal (back) and suppression assessment (oppression), where reappraisal
consists of change how the situation described so that decrease the influence of emotion, while
suppression consists of inhibiting the bringing the signs of in the feeling. The results of the study
found that reappraisal more effective than suppression in lowering the influence of emotion in the
context of regulating emotions. Reappraisal decreases the experience and emotional expression of
the behavior and does not affect the memory, while suppression decreased the expression of the
behavior but failed to reduce the emotional experience and provide the influence of memory. In other
words, assessment back the emotions that felt make children aware of her emotions, while holding
the emergence of signs of emotional expression can be stored in the memory so that a time when an
event that raises emotions related to the whole felt will go out and explode because emotions that felt
always saved.

Conclusion
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When educators teach the essential skills children need to understand their emotions and
emotions to others, manage, problem-solving problems and develop relationships with peers, the
problem behavior they decline and social skills they increased. Therefore, the metaphor of window
and mirror in cooperative games as efforts to develop emotional literacy students effectively used.
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